
Press release: “ARTISTS’ RECIPES” 

“ARTISTS’ RECIPES”, the artists’ cookbook with recipes and illustrations by 81 interna-
tional artists, follows up an outstanding launch with a second edition. The book contains 
contributions from such artists as Marina Abramovic, Erwin Wurm, Ólafur Elíasson und 
Anish Kapoor.

Basel, 2020 - After artist duo Admir Jahic & Comenius Roethlisberger launched the artists’ 
cookbook “ARTISTS’ RECIPES” during  Art Basel in Switzerland, the second edition of the 
publication is now on available. This new edition will have a sleeve and bookmarks with 
quotes from Maurizio Cattelan, Ólafur Elíasson and Judith Bernstein.

Along with regular bookshops, “ARTISTS’ RECIPES” is also available in museums such as 
the Fondation Beyeler Basel, TATE Modern London, Hammer Museum LA, The Metro-
politan Museum of Art in New York.

This unique art book has enjoyed significant success in recent months. Christie’s included 
it in their list of the “BEST OF ARTBOOKS OF”, and it was reviewed in numerous interna-
tional outlets such as ARTnews.com and the “Kulturplatz” programme of Swiss national 
television broadcaster SRF1.

The artists’ originals which served as the basis for the book were sold in a charity auction 
on 20 November 2015 in Basel’s von Bartha gallery. The proceeds of over 42,000.- Swiss 
francs were donated to the organisation “Viva con Agua Schweiz”. The money was 
used for a water project in Nepal carried out in cooperation with the Swiss aid organisation 
Helvetas. The original works will be on display in Volkshaus Basel during Art Basel 2016.

Ólafur Elíasson on “ARTISTS’ RECIPES”:
“Cooking, like art, is both reactive and creative - it is about being in flux, navigating and 
trusting our senses and then connecting and transforming.”

BOLO Publishing was established as a small, independent publishing house in 2013. 
We are delighted to have this wonderful publication in our list. We would also like to con-
gratulate the artist duo Jahic/Roethlisberger on their receipt of the culture award issued 
by the town of Riehen/Basel, with a grant of 15,000 Swiss francs, awarded for their creative 
endeavours.

“ARTISTS’ RECIPES” is issued by BOLO Publishing - Lambrecht |  www.bolo-publishing.ch

CONTACT AND FURTHER INFORMATION: 
Mia Morena | Assistant Manager | Mail: mia@bolo-publishing.ch
BOLO | Publishing | Entenweidstrasse 6 | CH - 4056 Basel | 
WWW.BOLO-PUBLISHING.CH
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RECIPE/ILLUSTRATION: ROGER BALLEN (EACH RECIPE IS TRANSCRIPTED)



RECIPE/ILLUSTRATION, ABOVE: ANISH KAPOOR / BELOW: KOO BOHNCHANG



RECIPE/ILLUSTRATION, ABOVE: JUDITH BERNSTEIN / BELOW: SUBODH GUPTA



RECIPE/ILLUSTRATION, ABOVE: MARINA ABRAMOVIC / BELOW: PEDRO REYES



RECIPE/ILLUSTRATION, ABOVE: FABIAN MARTI / BELOW: JEPPE HEIN




